Retrieving the seawater volume scattering function at the 180° scattering angle with a high-spectral-resolution lidar.
A high-spectral-resolution lidar (HSRL) is proposed to retrieve the seawater volume scattering function at the 180° scattering angle βπ without the assumption of the lidar extinction-to-backscatter ratio. A field-widened Michelson interferometer is employed as the ultra-narrow spectral discriminator to reject particulate scattering and molecular Rayleigh scattering but transmit molecular Mandelshtam-Brillouin scattering. The theoretical framework to retrieve βπ is presented in detail based on a dual-channel HSRL configuration. Simulation on the retrieval and error estimation shows that, the proposed oceanographic HSRL based on the ship or aircraft can perform well to extract the profile of βπ and has a real potential in the oceanographic remote sensing.